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The eDouble™ Two-sided 
Microfi ber Cleaning Cloth

The eDouble™ cloth is our 8”/20cm x 10”/25cm 
TRIO-Split™ Microfi ber on one side and a glass 

cleaning microfi ber on the other. Perfect for cleaning 
and dusting with one side and then glass cleaning 

or polishing with the other. The eDouble™ cloth 
has stitched trim used to color code the cloth. The 
eDouble™ is guaranteed to last at least 300 wash 

cycles. They are streak free and can be treated in our 
PTMINI buckets.
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Part#s
eDoubleB (blue)
eDoubleR (red)
eDoubleG (green)
eDoubleY (yellow)

Two cloths in one

Use the glass cleaning cloth side to clean glass, 
mirrors and polish/clean fi xtures. Fold the cloth 

over and use the opposite side for general 
purpose cleaning. The eDouble™ is made with 

TRIO-Split™ Technology and guaranteed for 300 
laundry processes.

Quality construction

The eDouble™ is made of high quality 400gm 
microfi ber glass cleaning cloth on one side and 

300gm microfi ber general purpose cleaning 
cloth on the other. Sewn together with color 

coded poly-infused trim to help prevent cross 
contamination.

Part of the 4D Cleaning™ System

The eDouble™ 8”/20cm x 10”/25cm cloths 
fi t perfectly in the 4D Cleaning™ PTMINI 

buckets. PreTreating microfi ber cloths will 
ensure consistent cleaning results, save time 

and  reduce the amount of water and chemical 
usage. Eliminates trigger sprayers and air borne 

chemical spray.

GUARANTEED
Processes

30
0 Laundry
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Microfi ber Cloths

Our microfi ber cloths consist of TRIO-Split™ Microfi ber 
Technology. They range from a heavy duty, 300gm 

microfi ber to a general purpose cloth. All include a double 
stitched, color-coded edge of polly tape which insures the 
cloth keep it’s shape after various uses and launderings.

Part#
16”/41cm
MGLASS

Part#
14”/36cm x 18”/46cm
MCLOTH300W

Part#s
16”/41cm
MCLOTH300R (red)
MCLOTH300B (blue)
MCLOTH300G (green)
MCLOTH300Y (yellow)

Part#s
16”/41cm
MCLOTHR (red)
MCLOTHB (blue)
MCLOTHG (green)
MCLOTHY (yellow)

Part#s
12”/30cm
MF12BLU (blue)
MF12RED (red)
MF12GRN (green)
MF12YEL (yellow)

Part#s
9.5”/24cm x 7”/18cm
eDoubleB (blue)
eDoubleR (red)
eDoubleG (green)
eDoubleY (yellow)

MF12BLU (blue)
MF12RED (red)
MF12GRN (green)
MF12YEL (yellow)

stitched, color-coded edge of polly tape which insures the 
cloth keep it’s shape after various uses and launderings.

Part#s
9.5”/24cm x 7”/18cm
eDoubleB
eDoubleR
eDoubleG
eDoubleY

MF12GRN (green)
MF12YEL (yellow)

Part#s
9.5”/24cm x 7”/18cm

HEAVY

MEDIUM

LIGHT

PREMIUM

BAR TOWEL

GLASS TOWEL




